For five or six hours, from when night fell, the hall was very cold. The stranger was the Red Death. Everybody is afraid because he is wearing the mask of the Red Death.

1. Open answers
2. evil, horrible, horror, mad
3. a He killed her with an axe and then buried her body in the ground.
b Because Pluto doesn’t love him any more and he is angry. He wants to do an evil thing.
c Somebody probably threw the dead cat through the man’s window. The cat’s body went into the plaster and then burned, leaving the black shape.
d On top of a cupboard in a drinking-house. He is afraid of the new cat because it only has one eye like Pluto; it never leaves him alone; and it has the shape of the gallows on its front.
e Inside a wall in the cellar. They find her body in the ground.
4. a Because he starts to drink too much.
b Because Pluto doesn’t love him any more and he is angry. He wants to do an evil thing.
c The rooms are not in a straight line. Walking through them you come to a turn every twenty or thirty yards. So you could only ever see into one other room at a time. In every room there are two tall and narrow windows, one on either side. There is coloured glass in these windows. The clock is against the far wall of the black room.
d She went down to the cellar and saw a black object near the door.
e He killed her with an axe and then buried her body in the ground.
f She went down to the cellar and saw a black object near the door.

5-7 Open answers

8. a Wrong. The house has several rooms, is richly decorated, and has many pictures.
b Right
c Right
d Wrong. His painting is more important than anything in the world.
e Right
f Right
9. Open answers
10. Open answers

11. e Egaeus is born in the library but his mother dies.
b Egaeus and Berenice grow up together.
c One day Berenice comes to Egaeus in the library.
d Egaeus cannot stop thinking about Berenice’s teeth.
e The servants bury Berenice soon after dark.
a The servants find Berenice’s body, and she is alive.

12-14 Open answers

15. The rooms are not in a straight line. Walking through them you come to a turn every twenty or thirty yards. So you could only ever see into one other room at a time. In every room there are two tall and narrow windows, one on either side. There is coloured glass in these windows. The clock is against the far wall of the black room.
The first room is blue.
The second room is purple.
The third room is green.
The fourth room is orange.
The fifth room is white.
The sixth room is yellow.
The seventh room is black with red windows.

16. The stranger is the Red Death. Everybody is afraid because he is wearing the mask of the Red Death.

17-20 Open answers

(d) For five or six hours, from when night fell, the hall was very cold.
(e) 32 teeth. Berenice’s teeth.

Open answers
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